Abstract-Distributed computing is a figuring worldview, where a huge pool of frameworks are associated in private or open systems, to give powerfully versatile foundation to application, information and record stockpiling. With the approach of this innovation, the cost of calculation, application facilitating, content stockpiling and conveyance is decreased fundamentally. Distributed computing offers various advantages and administrations yet now a day's security is the greatest test for association which are moving towards the distributed computing. An amazing approach to mitigate these security concerns is to store all information in the cloud scrambled, and perform calculations on encoded information. We require an encryption plan that permits important calculation on scrambled information, in particular a homomorphic encryption conspire.
II. CLOUD COMPUTING
By definition distributed computing implies it is the Information Technology (IT) show for processing, which is made out of all the IT segments (equipment, programming, systems administration, and administrations) that are important to empower improvement and conveyance of cloud administrations through the Internet or a private system. Asset partaking in an immaculate attachment and play display that significantly rearranges framework arranging is the guarantee of "cloud computing". The two key focal points of this model are usability and cost-adequacy. This definition doesn't specify any security thought of the information put away in the Cloud Computing. Along these lines we comprehend that the Cloud Computing is inadequate with regards to security, classification and perceivability.
To Provide Infrastructure (IaaS), Platform Service (PaaS) or Software (SaaS) as a Service is not adequate if the Cloud supplier does not insurance a superior security and classification of client's information. By tradition, we consider as Cloud Computing any treatment or capacity of individual or expert data which are acknowledged outside the concerned structure , to secure the Cloud implies secure the medications (figurings) and capacity (databases facilitated by the Cloud supplier).
have a place with simultaneous undertakings. The part of security and privacy must mediate to shield the information from each of the endeavors. Secure capacity and treatment of information requires utilizing a present day part of cryptography that has the criteria for treatment, for example, the important time to react to any demand sent from the customer and the span of an encoded information which will be put away on the Cloud server. Our proposition is to scramble information before sending it to the cloud supplier, however to execute the figurings the information ought to be decoded each time we have to take a shot at it. Up to this point it was difficult to scramble information and to believe an outsider to keep them protected and ready to perform far off computations on them. So to permit the Cloud supplier to play out the operations on scrambled information without decoding them requires utilizing the cryptosystems in light of Homomorphic Encryption [1] .
Before going towards the homomorphic encryption first play out the study on essential cryptography in next area.
III. CRYPTOGRAPHY Cryptography is the art of securing information. Crypto implies mystery and graphy implies composing (mystery writing).It is craftsmanship or science including the standards and techniques for changing a comprehensible message into one that is incoherent and afterward retransforming that message back to its unique shape. It empowers to store touchy data or transmit it crosswise over unreliable system [6] . The first understandable message is alluded as plaintext while changed message is alluded as ciphertext. The way toward changing over plaintext to ciphertext is called as encryption and changing over ciphertext to plaintext is called as unscrambling. These encryption and unscrambling procedures are done with the assistance of key. The key can be a number or a number set. Fig.1 demonstrates the schematic representation of cryptosystem. 
IV.SECURITY THREATS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Distributed computing as an idea is the aftereffect of the common advancement of our regular way to deal with utilizing Technology conveyed by means of the Internet. Distributed computing came into the forefront as a consequence of advances in virtualization, circulated processing with server bunches and increment in the accessibility of broadband Internet get to [3] .
As per reports of CSA (Cloud Security Alliance), the 13 security areas [5] and the 7 best dangers [4] on distributed computing were characterized as takes after Table 1 and Table 2 . V. HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION Homomorphic encryption alludes to the capacity, given encryptions of a few messages, to create an encryption of an esteem that is identified with the first messages. In particular, this capacity implies that from encryptions of k messages m1,...,mk it is conceivable to produce an encryption of m* = f(m1,...,mk) for a few (productively processable) work f. In a perfect world, one may need the homomorphically created encryption of m to be conveyed indistinguishably (or measurably close) to a standard encryption of m*.
In science, the importance of homomorphic is the change of one information set into another information set while safeguarding relationship between components in both sets. Implies it manages same structure. Since the information in a homomorphic encryption conspire holds a similar structure, indistinguishable scientific operations-whether they are performed on scrambled or unscrambled information will yield identical outcome.
Performing straightforward calculations on encoded message was initially imagined by Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzous who alluded to such calculation as homomorphism. Homomorphic encryption is utilized to perform operations on scrambled information without knowing the private key.In other words,it permits to play out the complex scientific operations on encoded information without bargaining the encryption.
The general meaning of homomorphic encryption isDefinition: An encryption is homomorphic, if: from Enc(a) and Enc(b) it is conceivable to register Enc(f (a, b)), where f can be: +, ×, ⊕ and without utilizing the private key.
Homomorphic Encryption frameworks are utilized to perform operations on scrambled information without knowing the private key (without decryption),the customer is the main holder of the mystery key. When we decode the consequence of any operation, it is the same as though we had done the computation on the crude information.
Among the Homomorphic encryption we recognize, as indicated by the operations that permits to evaluate on crude information, the added substance Homomorphic encryption (just options of the crude information) is the Pailler and Goldwasser-Micalli cryptosystems, and the multiplicative Homomorphic encryption (just items on crude information) is the RSA and El Gamal cryptosystems [1] .
VI. APPLICATIONS We first portray the distinctive however more conventional situation that has been the concentration of a significant part of the homomorphic encryption writing to date [2] . As portrayed in Fig. 4 , in this customary situation there are two gatherings required in a computational system prepare. The client (party B) sends a scrambled demand x, which is some protection touchy data like biometrics or restorative records, to the server (Party A). The server has the preparing calculation f, yet can't or does not have any desire to unveil f to the client because of some computational or protection reasons. Accordingly, the server processes f (x) in the encoded area, and returns the scrambled response to the client. This situation has promising applications in web indexes, biometric validation, security ensured confront acknowledgment, and so on. By differentiation, in this paper our advantage is in the situation portrayed in Fig. 5 . In this situation, party A gets or stores the encryption of a lot of information x, which is secret and can be decoded just by gathering B, e.g., x is a client's private information put away in information mists in the scrambled frame. Some time, Party B needs to get some data f (x) from x without uncovering the capacity f to party An, e.g., performing seek. A paltry approach is that gathering A sends the entire encryption of x back to gathering B specifically, and party B assesses the capacity f in light of the got encryption of x. In any case, this approach is not savvy in many applications, since the information x is huge and the correspondence between the two gatherings is not modest. Subsequently, we consider the accompanying methodology: partyB sends a scrambled rendition of f to party An, and party A plays out specific procedures (without knowing x and f ) and gives back a little measure of encoded information back to gathering B, from which party B additionally acquires the outcome f (x). A vital contrast between the situations portrayed in Fig. 5 and that in Fig. 4 is that, in the new situation, the handling capacity f is known by gathering B, which additionally possesses the mystery key. This property permits us to specifically perform operations on number vectors in the scrambled space, for example, straight changes and weighted inward items, yet these operations are significantly more hard to execute in the situation of Fig. 4 , where the handling capacity f and the mystery key are isolated. There is another advantage of the property: if f (x) contains a few operations that are hard to acknowledge in the scrambled area, these operations can be executed along the edge of gathering B. For instance, expect that f (x) is a direct classifier with the end goal that f (x) = 0 if and just if w • x < t for a consistent t; generally, f (x) = 1. For this situation, w • x can be figured in the scrambled area at the gathering A side, and the correlation between w • x and t can be performed at the gathering B side. The situation of Fig. 5 is pertinent to an extensive variety of settings including information mists and sensor systems. Contingent upon particular applications, there are a couple components that ought to be considered. They include: 1) the protection prerequisite of x and f , to be specific, how secure the encryptions of x and f are; 2) the capacity cost of x, i.e., the quantity of encoded bits required to speak to x; 3) the calculation cost of f , i.e, the measure of calculations required at gathering An and party B for registering f (x) in the scrambled area; and 4) the correspondence cost, i.e., the quantity of transmitted bits between gathering An and party B. A. Encrypted Cloud Storage B. Medical Records Storage C. Sensor Networks CONCLUSION A useful homomorphic encryption arrangement would see across the board use by cloud specialist co-ops, signicantly solidifying cloud security and making distributed storage a more reasonable choice for purchasers. In this paper we have examined the distinctive security issue display .when customer send data to the server in encoded shape to play out any computational operation to that scrambled information server require the private key from the customer. In the event that customer give that private key then the protection is not guaranteed, again how to guarantee that no one will play out any unauthenticated operation with the information. Interestingly, homomorphic encryption plot permits us to perform calculation on encoded information without utilizing mystery key of customer. It is only another layer connected to the cloud calculation
